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is Discriminationis Discriminationis Discriminationis Discriminationis Discriminationis Discriminationis Discriminationis Discrimination
Busan District Court ruled in favour of

55 industrial trainees that not paying
retirement allowances to industrial
trainees goes against Constitutional Law,
which prohibits discrimination by
nationality.
The Judge, Hong Kwang-sik of the

Civil Law Department of Busan District
Court ruled in favour of the plaintiffs,
including a Bangladeshi who filed a
lawsuit asking for severance pay from
his previous employer.
“The plaintiffs entered Korea as

industrial trainees, but got hired,
provided labour and were paid like
regular workers. Therefore, they can be
regarded as ‘labourers’ in accordance
with the Labour Standard Act,” Judge
Hong ruled.
It was also said in the judicial

decision that, “Although the defendant
employed foreign industrial trainees on
condition that they would not have to
pay severance pay, the regulation of the
MOL is just a working rule, not a law
for the courts or people in general.
“MOL regulation suggests that

corporations should not pay severance
pay to migrant workers with industrial
trainee status. However, the regulation
goes against Constitutional Law and the
Labour Standard Act, which prohibit

discrimination by nationality.”
Judge Hong went on to say, “As

Korean companies are depending more
heavily on exports and our labourers are
expected to work in foreign countries,
we should build a more trustful business
system and treat migrant workers more
fairly in order that our workers will not
be discriminated against in foreign
countries.”
Until now, the decision to pay

severance pay had been maligned by
confused recognitions and delayed by
the Supreme Court because it is a small
claims civil issue.

<Yonhap News> May 5, 2006<Yonhap News> May 5, 2006<Yonhap News> May 5, 2006<Yonhap News> May 5, 2006 AWNAWNAWNAWN
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A program for voluntary return home is seen to have been effective.
The program intended for undocumented ethnic Koreans in China and the

former Soviet Union was enacted by the Ministry of Justice(MOJ) on April 24.
The MOJ set the voluntary reporting period for April 24 to August 31. Persons

reporting as being undocumented during the period should be exempt from
penalty and regulations for entry into the country and allow re-entry and
employment one year after they leave.

An officer from Incheon Airport Immigration Office said, "It has not been long
enough since the enforcement of the program was made public. So far about 20
people a day visit the Office and report their departure."
He anticipated, "Three hundred or so people a day will call at this office in the

future."
The MOJ expects that about 30,000 people will be guaranteed re-entry this

year. A MOJ officer said, "About 58,000 people left the country last year, and 54
percent of undocumented people returned to the country. About 20,000 people
have returned in the last year. Those that the program applies to are guaranteed
re-entry and are allowed to come back."
Those departing are issued with a statement of voluntary departure at Incheon

Airport for the voluntary return home, and have summit it to the Korean
Consulate or Embassy in their homeland. They are issued visas without additional
paperwork and are allowed to re-enter the country and work.

However, those who remain undocumented without voluntarily reporting will be
expelled by force and prohibited from re-entry in the next five years. In addition,
by getting excluded from a system of 'working as a visitor', which is now under
review by the MOJ, and expected to come into effect in the latter half of this
year, they have disadvantages in re-entry and employment.

Mr. Han submitted his passport and ticket to the Airport Immigration Office and
has got departure confirmation. Now he is qualified to come back to Korea one
year after he departs on 26 April, and will be able to work here again.

<The Law Times> April 29, 2006<The Law Times> April 29, 2006<The Law Times> April 29, 2006<The Law Times> April 29, 2006 AWNAWNAWNAWN



Don't Kill Migrant Workers Anymore!Don't Kill Migrant Workers Anymore!Don't Kill Migrant Workers Anymore!Don't Kill Migrant Workers Anymore!Don't Kill Migrant Workers Anymore!Don't Kill Migrant Workers Anymore!Don't Kill Migrant Workers Anymore!Don't Kill Migrant Workers Anymore!
By Kim Min-jung, Secretary general of FWRBy Kim Min-jung, Secretary general of FWRBy Kim Min-jung, Secretary general of FWRBy Kim Min-jung, Secretary general of FWR

Government's forced and cruel crackdown drive migrant
workers' into their death and serious injury.

On March 26, Turkish worker Koskun Selim, taken by
Immigration officers, fell down from 18m Immigration building
through the window of the Immigration Processing Center due
to extreme anxiety and fear and finally died.

On April 17, Indonesian worker Nur Purad, trying to escape
from Immigration officers in Bucheon, died after he fell down
from the third floor of a building.

On May 2, a tragedy also happened in Changwon. A Chinese
worker was wounded and in serious condition from accidentally
falling from a second floor window while avoiding Immigration
officials. He tried to run away through an air conditioner line
against the wall.

That's not all there is to it.
An undocumented migrant worker was injured and broke his

finger when Immigration officers tried to take him with
handcuffs. Moreover, Immigration officials arrested Sri-lankan
legal workers and they were detained in the Immigration
Processing Center for a week without proper reason.

According to the Survey of the National Human Rights
Commission early this year, undocumented migrant workers in
Immigration Processing Centers experienced assault(20%),
abusive language(40%), injury(15%) during process of

crackdown by the Immigration. Among those surveyed, 81.3% of
them didn't see interrogatory papers and 35.8% were demanded
to sign on papers without any explanation about it.

The MOJ says they crackdown on 'illegal' workers, but they
always commit 'illegal' action themselves. They don't show
their ID, don't state the reason of taking to the Immigration,
and also go into migrant workers' workplaces and houses
without warrant during crackdown and deportation.

The government and related bodies must realize how they are
self-contradictive and violent behaviors to control
undocumented workers in illegal way and should reflect on
themselves. AWN

Worker's OpinionWorker's OpinionWorker's OpinionWorker's Opinion

Give Undocumented MWs a ChanceGive Undocumented MWs a ChanceGive Undocumented MWs a ChanceGive Undocumented MWs a ChanceGive Undocumented MWs a ChanceGive Undocumented MWs a ChanceGive Undocumented MWs a ChanceGive Undocumented MWs a Chance
By Erry, Indonesian WorkerBy Erry, Indonesian WorkerBy Erry, Indonesian WorkerBy Erry, Indonesian Worker

It is hard to forget the death some days ago of one Turkish
worker because he killed himself by jumping from the sixth floor
of a building. No one knows why he did it. Only God and
himself do. The fact is that he was an undocumented migrant
worker, hunted down by the Immigration Department.

Several days afterwards, we were surprised by news of
another bloody death. This time it was the death of a Korean
photographer, and again no one knows why he leapt to his
death. If there is any relation between the two deaths it is still
a big question for us.
Not long after these deaths, we were once again shocked by

the death of an undocumented migrant worker. He was from
Indonesia, and fell from a building while being hunted down by
the Immigration Department. How long will we continue to hear
such tragic news?

At this time, we should be asking, is it possible that these
men’s love of working in Korea, the money they earn in Korea,
and not wanting to return home to their own countries, could
be the cause of them choosing death over life? Or is it
because of Immigration Department trickery and threats on

undocumented migrant workers to get them out from South
Korea?

Exactly why and how many migrant workers came to Korea,
only the Korean government knows. But if they do know, they
ignore it, and only think of migrant workers as a commercial
commodity.
If the government really wants to solve the problem, maybe it

should stop importing workers from other countries, or give
undocumented workers legal status and not give them the
chance to become undocumented workers, then having to hunt
them down as if they are criminals.

Finally I just want to say, please give undocumented workers
another chance to become legal workers because each human
has the right to have the chance to work here. And please stop
hunting people down in what is called crackdowns.

Rules and regulations are made to control people, not to kill
them. Let’s make this world more beautiful without repression.
For all my friends, legal or undocumented, where ever you
came from just keep on fighting for spirit, not the spirit of
fighting, and peace. AWN

Voice of FWRVoice of FWRVoice of FWRVoice of FWR
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Serious Injury Trying to Get Away from

Crackdown
Trying to get away from crackdown by the Immigration,

Chang(20), a Chinese undocumented migrant worker hung on
to the air-conditioner’s ventilation rope in order to go
downstairs. That’s when Chang fell down. Now, Chang’s life
is at a risk.

There was no witness either in Ha-sung Electronics or in
Ohsung Company 2 plant during the day the accident
occurred. Therefore, investigating the exact details of the
accident was very hard. But it was soon unveiled by Chang’s
Chinese colleague Dae who visited the Gyeongnam
Counseling Office for Migrant Workers.

According to Dae’s testimony, Chang and Dae became
aware of the Masan Immigration Officers when a Korean
colleague gave them an ‘X’ sign by hands. So they
committed to escape from the plant through the ventilation
rope which goes down to the first floor. Dae was able to
escape safely before Chang since Chang gave him the rope
first. After Dae got down, Chang tried the same, but this
time, the rope feebly came apart. Chang fell on a hard
cement floor and because of the impact he got a serious
injury.

In addition, the self-investigation of the Gyeongnam
Counseling Office for Migrant Workers has shown that Chang
had a student visa, not an employment visa, and entered
Korea on March 5 last year. Chang took a Korean language
course in a university and was about to attain the regular
course. Then, Chang walked off from the school in February
this year and found a position in Ha-sung Electronics located
in Sungju-dong, Changwon. Chang worked there until this

May 2, the day the accident occurred.
On May 4, the counseling office was able to get in touch

with Chang’s parents who live in China. The office is now
following the necessary procedures so that Chang’s parents
can come to Korea as soon as possible.

During the night May 3o, Lee Suk-hwa, director of the
investigation executing office of the MOJ visited the
counseling office. Having an informal discussion with Lee, the
office requested Chang’s medical fee and funeral expenses in
case Chang dies to the MOJ because the accident occurred
due to inappropriate crackdown.

The office is
examining whether
Chang can receive
industrial accident
compensation. Manager
Jung Mun-sun said,
“Although we are
examining legal ways to
receive industrial
accident compensation
through a lawyer, it

seems hard to receive the compensation since Chang didn’t
get injured while working.”

In the meantime, the office concluded that inappropriate
crackdown of the MOJ towards undocumented migrant
workers became the reason of two deaths and one fatally
injured and demanded the Ministry to examine a way where
foreign migrant workers can hold temporary residence.

<Kyongnamdomin Ilbo> May 6, 2006<Kyongnamdomin Ilbo> May 6, 2006<Kyongnamdomin Ilbo> May 6, 2006<Kyongnamdomin Ilbo> May 6, 2006

Violation of the HRs and the Principle of

Prior Warrant
The Local Law Society and Non-Governmental Organizations
doubted the tentatively named ‘Court Permission Policy’,
promoted by the MOJ to arrange the basis for crackdowns on
undocumented workers, that it violates the Principle of Prior
Warrant and Human Rights.
The MOJ is now investigating the introduction of the Court
Permission Policy, in which officers of the Immigration Bureau
directly apply the competent court’s permission. With this
policy, each Immigration Bureau officer can be served with
access permission from the competent court, if he or she
assumes that there are undocumented workers, and can
examine whether they violated Immigration Law.

However, the Bar Association opposes this new policy,
saying that it violates the Principle of Prior Warrant and
discriminates against foreigners in legal execution.
One lawyer from Daejeon District Bar Association said,
“When the Immigration Branch Office applied for the warrant,
the prosecutor could examine the case before issuing a
warrant. However, without this process, the probability of
violation of human rights definitely increases.”
He also criticized that, “It would be difficult for the Bureau
to avoid criticism that it only pursues the ease of crackdowns
on undocumented workers.”

A citizen involved in a Non-Governmental Organization
evaluated that, “Even though the issue of permission may be
finally determined by the court, crackdowns on migant
workers would definitely increase.
“To investigate foreigners without warrant could mean that
the Office may legally discriminate against foreigners.”

However, the Immigration Branch Office claims that they do
not have any responsibility to follow criminal law in the
Constitution since undocumented workers are sorted, not as
criminal offenders, but as administrative offenders.
They also claimed that it is physically impossible to issue
each warrant or permission for each individual company and
to crack down on them when they have to crackdown on 10
to 20 people moving around several companies.

In fact, the Daejeon Immigration Branch Office, for example,
cracks down on more than 100 undocumented workers per
month in areas such as Daejeon Industrial Complex, Cheonan
and Asan where factories are concentrated.
A Daejeon Immigration Branch Office representative
confessed, “Since there is no clear regulation in current law,
it confuses many people, like it has in this case.”

<Daejeon Ilbo> May 15, 2006<Daejeon Ilbo> May 15, 2006<Daejeon Ilbo> May 15, 2006<Daejeon Ilbo> May 15, 2006
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"We Object to Vietnamese Women Being"We Object to Vietnamese Women Being"We Object to Vietnamese Women Being"We Object to Vietnamese Women Being"We Object to Vietnamese Women Being"We Object to Vietnamese Women Being"We Object to Vietnamese Women Being"We Object to Vietnamese Women Being
Commercialized."Commercialized."Commercialized."Commercialized."Commercialized."Commercialized."Commercialized."Commercialized."

Photo from ohmynews▲

“Get married to Vietnamese females. Consultation is free for
those who are marrying for the first or second time and for
those who are disabled.”

“Attention for those who want to marry for the first time or
remarry, or who are handicapped or have children : Get
married to Vietnamese women. Pay later.”

“Vietnamese females will never run away!”
These inhumane, women-belittling phrases in banners and

fliers advertising intermarriages can be easily seen all over
the streets. Just looking at the contents,

Vietnamese females seem to be regarded not as human
beings having personalities, but as market products which can
be sold to anyone with money anytime. They appear to be like
merchandize which can be exchanged or on your disposal.
Under the situation of overflowing cruel ads that women are

commercialized and their human rights are ignored, Chosun
Ilbo, Korea’s biggest daily newspaper, poured oil on flames
through the article ‘Toward Korea with Korean Dream’ on April
21 which gave internationally-married Vietnamese women huge
psychological wound and depersonalized humiliation.

About 60 Vietnamese and Koreans, conducted at Daehangro
on May 20, the campaign against intermarriage ads of women
being commercialized. The participants were Vietnamese
students and workers, Vietnamese females having international
families, Public Lawyers for Beautiful Foundation, Sister’s
Network, representatives of Korea Women’s Hotline, and
others.
Consisted of Vietnamese wife L, dressed in 'Ao Dai', the

traditional Vietnamese women's costume, having left Iksan,
North Jeolla Province early in the morning to join the
campaign, a Vietnamese student representative studying at
KAIST, a representative of Vietnamese laborers working in
Korea, the speakers made statements in Korean, English and
Vietnamese. Some participants from Vietnam made remarks
offhand.

A Vietnamese female student studying here said in
Korean-written statement, “As of 2006, over 10 000
Vietnamese females are living in Korea through intermarriages.
As of 2005, the number of intermarriaged immigrants had risen
up to over 75,000. The proportion of intermarriages in Korea
has already been over 13.6%, 13 out of 100 being

internationally married. We don’t intend to object to
intermarriage itself, because it is happening as a reality”
She added, “Illegal intermediate agencies have made

Vietnamese females commercialized in ads by disparaging
them. The ads are giving personal injury to Vietnamese
females. The problem of intermarriage is getting more and
more serious. To protect the right of Vietnamese women, we
planned to protest.”

To be equal to both sexes, intermarriage couples need
special efforts to understand each other through
pre-preparation to overcome the difference of language and
culture, and to protect right and personality of each other.
However, many Vietnamese females, who were dazzled by
indiscrete ads and got internationally married without
preparation, are experiencing much difficulty, even worse,
being belittled personally.

The solidarity of Vietnamese living in Korea and some civil
groups decided to issue a statement and to appeal to the
Korean government and citizens to arouse their awakening that
they shouldn’t allow intermarriage intermediate agencies to
inhumanely advertise commercialized women.

The Vietnamese living in Korea participated in the campaign
and gathered together with difficulty. They resorted to the
Korean government and civil groups that proper actions should
be taken for intermarriage agencies to stop indiscreet,
indiscriminately, anti-human right ads. They addressed the
statement as below “

The government▲
should exactly understand
the actual condition and
problems of intermarriage
intermediate agencies,
which have been set up
rashly, and should
properly regulate them.

The government▲
should put their foot down

Photo from ohmynews△
to immediately stop the agencies from advertising by using
anti-woman and anti-human right banners, classified ads in
newspaper.
The agencies are requested to discontinue infringement on▲

human rights and to break off women being commercialized.

The foreign students from Vietnam and Vietnamese females
who got married to Korean males and are living in Korea
said,
“Attention Koreans! How would you feel if you come across

the ads, saying ‘Be married to Korean females. The disabled,
remarried, old bachelor are welcomed.’ everywhere. Humans
are not goods to be bought and sold. The value of humans
can’t be counted with money. Don’t let humans be
commercialized, please. The agencies have been describing
Vietnamese females as products, distorting the image of
Vietnam. Housewives are not for house chores and objects for
sexual desire. We are not sold-slaves. Don’t tramp on our
pride any more. 'Ao Dai' is not clothes to display sexuality. It
is our self-confidence and reminds us of our homeland. Don’t
pervert the image of 'Ao Dai', please.”

<Oh My News> May 21, 2006<Oh My News> May 21, 2006<Oh My News> May 21, 2006<Oh My News> May 21, 2006 AWNAWNAWNAWN
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AdvocaatAdvocaat

By Seon kyong, FWR CounsellorBy Seon kyong, FWR CounsellorBy Seon kyong, FWR CounsellorBy Seon kyong, FWR Counsellor

I first heard of the word ‘advocaat’ from Russian worker Mr.
B. ‘Advocaat’ means lawyer in Russian. When Mr. B was having
treatment in hospital for an industrial accident affecting one of
his hands, he met Korean Mr. K who introduced himself as
‘advocaat’. Mr. B, who doesn't speak any Korean, trusted Mr.
K, and he was later moved to another hospital through Mr. K's
mediation. After completing his medical treatment, Mr. B
received financial compensation for his accident.

However, then Mr. K demanded 2.5 million won for 10
percent commission he charges on any case he wins. On top
of this, Mr. B was given a four million won bill for hospital
fees. However, being covered by Workmen's Accident
Compensation Insurance he didn't worry about the cost; but
because he believed the hospital officials and Mr. K who both
said, "Don't worry about hospital charges" when he was moved
to another hospital, Mr. B was very upset.
What is worse, Mr. K never showed up for about four months

after Mr. B was moved to the other hospital and didn't claim
layoff pay for him; it was hard to understand the demand of
2.5 million won in commission. However, Mr. K got angry and
said that he would go to the police if Mr. B didn't pay him.
Fearfully, Mr. B unwillingly paid 6.5 million won to Mr. K.

When I first made contact with Mr. K, he told me that he'd
been dealing with workers from Russia, Uzbekistan and
Indonesia by helping them with their industrial accident
compensation claims, and had also been assuring 'temporary
protection release' for foreign workers injured in industrial
accidents that were cracked down on by the Immigration Office.
Hospital officials said that they billed Mr. B 4 million won for

four months room and board because hospital charges weren't
covered by Workmen's Accident Compensation Insurance and
because he left the hospital after approving his hospital
treatment.

Then Mr. M, who was also in the hospital Mr. B was moved
to, came to FWR. He asked us whether he should pay for his
hospital expenses and how much he has pay if he does.
According to the hospital officials, it would be more than 5
million won.
It's difficult to understand that Mr. K isn't a qualified labour

attorney, his information about the commission he demanded,
and that the first hospital had him move Mr. B to another
hospital, despite Mr. B not requiring further treatment and Mr. K
not ever mentioning to Mr. B how much he would have to pay
in legal and hospital fees.

Finally with the help of KCPLA (Korea Certified Public Labour
Attorneys Association), the problem began to be solved. The
hospital said that Mr. M should pay for hospital charges before
leaving there and Mr. K started to recoil his financial demands
when questioned by the Minister of Labour.
Mr. B got back his 6.5 million won, the hospital and Mr. K

promised not to ask for too much when reissuing their bills. Mr.
M is now under treatment in another hospital.

Migrant workers are suffering by being taken advantage of in
a bad situation. I'd like to ask how these situations happen,
who has been cracking down on them, why they became the
subjects of control, and why they are having their human rights
violated without getting any labour education.
Recently there have been labour attorneys who get

commission from migrant workers suffering from industrial
accidents, who don't have any legal knowledge or helpers. If
you have had an industrial accident, don't know the legal
processes or have difficulty with communication, seek help from
your nearest consultation office or human rights association:

*Association for Foreign Workers' HRs (051)802-3438
*Pusan Missionary Association for Foreign Labourers

(051)803-9181
*Yangsan Migrant Workers' House (055)388-0988 AWNAWNAWNAWN

Constitutional PetitionConstitutional Petition
Against EPS DismissedAgainst EPS Dismissed

The case presented by small and medium businesses
regarding the constitutional petition against EPS was
rejected.
On May 26, according to KFSB (Korea Federation of

Small and Medium Business), The Constitutional Court
of Korea dismissed the case filed by KFSBE (Korea
Federation of Small and Medium Business Executives),
explaining that, “The application period has already
expired and the case has no qualification.”
The government is supposed to abolish the Industrial

Trainee System and hire migrant workers through EPS.
Yet, KFBSE presented a constitution petition arguing
that EPS is controlled by government, so it is against
the free market principle.
Han, Sang-won, President of KFSBE said, “As the

dismissal of the case resulted from ‘unqualified
claimant’ status, we will apply for a new trial as a
‘qualified claimant’.”

<Herald Economy> May 26, 2006<Herald Economy> May 26, 2006<Herald Economy> May 26, 2006<Herald Economy> May 26, 2006

MWs Suffer from OverworkMWs Suffer from Overwork

Recently, because many migrant workers have died due to overwork,
the Counselling Centre for Migrant Workers in Daegu, and it’s
Chariperson Mr. Kim Kyung-tae, strongly requested employers to obey
labour law and to eradicate deaths from overwork. They specifically
pointed out deaths in unauthorized company facilities and working
longer than 12 hours a day.
On May 15, Bi Tu Hwang, a Vietnamese worker, collapsed in a bank

near his company in Daecheon dong, Dalseo gu, Daegu. Although he
was admitted to hospital, he died not long after arriving there. His
autopsy was scheduled for May 17.
The Centre stated that Bi Tu Hwang died because of overwork, as

did Trantan Pat in his dorm room at S Machinery, Daegu on January
25.
The Centre said that in a report written by the Korea Labour Welfare

Centre, "In 2003, four migrant workers died and 172 workers were
injured in Daegu’s Gyeongbuk area. Three died, and 217 were hurt in
2004. Moreover, three died, and 152 were hurt in 2005."
Lastly, the Centre said that, "Even though Korean workers are

protected by labour law, migrant workers are not. Employers have to
obey labour law lists." <Kookmin Daily Newspaper> May 17, 2006<Kookmin Daily Newspaper> May 17, 2006<Kookmin Daily Newspaper> May 17, 2006<Kookmin Daily Newspaper> May 17, 2006
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Quake Relief Effort Steps UpQuake Relief Effort Steps UpQuake Relief Effort Steps UpQuake Relief Effort Steps UpQuake Relief Effort Steps UpQuake Relief Effort Steps UpQuake Relief Effort Steps UpQuake Relief Effort Steps Up
International relief efforts are picking up for survivors of

the weekend earthquake that killed more than 5000 people
on Java, with more than 20 countries now involved.
With planes carrying supplies from abroad reaching the

region, significant amounts of aid began arriving in Bantul
yesterday, the town south of Jogjakarta that was hardest hit.

International agencies and foreign governments have
begun delivering tents and tarpaulins, but the Red Cross
says about 200,000 people are homeless and supplies are
not yet sufficient.
For the third night, residents in Bantul and Klaten, another

badly ravaged town, slept outside, grouped around campfires
and using debris for cover from the sporadic rain. As rescue
teams and aid workers fanned out across the quake zone,
the injured were still spilling out of hospitals and power cuts
hampered rescue work.

The patient load has subsided at hospitals in Jogjakarta,
the main city in the affected region, but corridors were still
crowded with patients, some lying on the floor. Relatives
fanned them with pieces of cardboard to keep them cool in
the stale, unpleasant air.

Suparjinah, holding her four-week-old unnamed baby
daughter while waiting for the baby's injuries to be checked,
said the girl had been hit by debris when the family's house
fell in as the 6.3 magnitude quake struck just after dawn on
Saturday.
"I'm very traumatised and shocked. I was scared when the

earthquake happened. My house collapsed and my neighbour
died," she said.

The quake's official death toll had reached 5427
yesterday, according to the Government's Social Affairs
Department.
Puji Pujiono, the United Nations' lead officer in Bantul,

said his team was receiving no new reports of missing
people, a sign that the death toll might not rise much in the
coming days.

UN agencies, anxious to demonstrate improved efficiency
after criticism of their reaction to the 2004 tsunami, have
called for field hospitals, medicines and tents. "The most
urgent needs to be delivered within three days are three
field hospitals, with a capacity of 100 beds each, medical
supplies mostly for orthopaedic treatment, generators, tents
and shelter items," a spokeswoman for the UN humanitarian
co-ordination office, Elisabeth Byrs, said.
UN officials say more than 22 countries have responded

to Indonesia's call for help.
UN emergency relief co-ordinator Jan Egeland, who

helped oversee the tsunami relief in Indonesia's Aceh
province, said the effort should be quicker in reaching quake
victims and rebuilding. "This time I think it's going to be
easier because Java is not as remote as Aceh," he said.
Government and aid groups say shelter and clean water

are key concerns.

Indonesian President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono moved
his office temporarily to Jogjakarta, bringing greater pressure
on the provincial government to respond efficiently. He
vowed late on Monday that all relief funds would be spent
on quake victims and said he had warned officials against

pocketing aid.

Indonesia is notorious for endemic corruption. The
Government has set aside relief funds of 100 billion rupiah
($A141 million) from now until August. A year of
reconstruction and rehabilitation will begin after then, costing
the Government 1.1 trillion rupiah, he said.
Vice-President Jusuf Kalla has said survivors would be

given 200,000 rupiah each for clothes and household items,
while families would get 12 kilograms of rice. People will
also be compensated for damaged homes.
Up to 35,000 homes and buildings were reduced to

rubble. <The ACE> May 31, 2006
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The Ministry of Justice made it public on May 13 that
it was considering providing undocumented migrant
parents with temporary legal status so that their children
can go school.
If children of undocumented workers are of school

age, and judged as having the ability to adapt
themselves to Korean life, their parents might be
entitled to legal status in Korea until their children finish
primary school or at least for a certain term or grade.

An MOJ officer said, "The Children's Human Rights
Charter clarifies that children's right to education should
be guaranteed as an absolute right. However to
minimize side effects, such as an issue of the principle
of equity or expeditionary birth, a criteria of
considerable adaptation will be further discussed with
relevant organizations".
When a policy to legalize undocumented migrant

parents is decided on, MOJ plans to consider
establishing a special legislation, such as a basic law
on overseas Korean residents or revision of relevant
laws. <Yonhap News> May 13, 2006<Yonhap News> May 13, 2006<Yonhap News> May 13, 2006<Yonhap News> May 13, 2006

The government has decided to set up a Foreigners’
Policy Committee, which will deal with matters related to
migrant workers, mixed-blood people, international
marriage, overseas Korean residents and refugees, in
the Prime Minister’s Office as early as next month. The
committee is known to take the lead in instituting basic
laws on the treatment of foreigners, prohibiting
discrimination against foreigners by nationality.

A Prime Minister's Office representative said on May
23 that an organization was decided to be established
in order to integrate and manage policies and business
on foreigners, which was currently divided by relevant
organizations. The Prime Minister would be
commissioner and almost every government organization
would be represented in the committee.

In fact, a Foreign Workforce Policy Committee exists
in the Prime Minister’s Office. However, the Committee
has only a limited role, such as allocating migrant
worker quotas by country. Other issues regarding
foreigners are dealt with separately by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Trade, Ministry of Justice, Ministry
of Labour and Ministry of Health and Welfare. That's
why the issue of the Committee's failure to establish a
systematic policy has been raised, despite 700,000
foreigners living in Korea.

Accordingly, the Foreigners’ Policy Committee will
prepare comprehensive measures to deal with demand
and usage of migrant workers and promote foreigners'
smooth adaptation to Korean life. Top priority is to
eradicate discrimination against foreigners and to enact
a basic law on treatment of foreigners.
The Committee will also prepare plans to attract an

excellent foreign workforce from Russia and India, and

for overseas Koreans in China and Sakhalin, Russia. Other major
agendas are mixed-blood people, inter-racial marriage, education
for foreigners and expansion of refugee acknowledgment.

<Seoul Shinmun> May 24, 2006<Seoul Shinmun> May 24, 2006<Seoul Shinmun> May 24, 2006<Seoul Shinmun> May 24, 2006

While immigration offices' indiscriminate crackdowns and forced
arrest of migrant workers has been a social issue, the police
attracted public criticism by forcedly taking a migrant worker into
custody on suspicion of being a terrorist.

Abdul Sakur, an Indonesian worker, attended a rally in Ansan
on May 21, denouncing the government for Nurpuad's death and
demanding a labour permit system. Later, while he was having
dinner, he was taken into custody by plain-clothes policemen.
Six to seven policemen took Abdul to Wonsan police stand.

When the Migrant Worker Labour union asked for a reason why
he was arrested, they answered that they had received secret
information that he was linked to terrorist activity and would send
him to the nearest police station for investigation. However, he
was sent to Suwon Immigration Office and then to Hwaseong
Immigration Processing Centre the next day.

According to an attorney who interviewed Abdul in the
Hwaseong Centre, he was questioned, not only on terrorism, but
also on Indonesian Community activities, Migrant Workers' Labour
Union and the rally for Nurpuad's death.
The Migrant Workers' Labour union in Seoul, Gyeonggi and

Incheon said that police intended to investigate Abdul by using
immigration law because he was an undocumented migrant
worker.
"This is a case of the government exploiting a migrant worker's

undocumented status," they added.

On May 25 the Korean Confederation of Trade Unions (KCTU)
demanded the government to stop taking migrant workers
illegally, proclaiming, ”A migrant worker is not necessarily
involved in terrorism."

KCTU criticized the government, saying that taking Abdul Sakur
into custody is closely tied to migrant workers' demands for
stopping illegal crackdowns and deportation, and generally
legalizing undocumented migrant workers.
"The government in fear of migrant workers' activities,

mobilized police citing 'terrorism',” KCTU said.
KCTU also made a suggestion that the way to solve problems

with suffering migrant workers is to abolish the industrial trainee
system and work permit system. It demanded the government to
immediately release Abdul Sakur, to prepare a measure not to
repeat this case, to stop crackdowns and deportation, to fully
legalize undocumented migrant workers, and to guarantee migrant
workers' human and labour rights.

<News Cham> May 25, 2006<News Cham> May 25, 2006<News Cham> May 25, 2006<News Cham> May 25, 2006 AWNAWNAWNAWN
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BangladeshBangladeshBangladeshBangladesh

55 Women Workers Die in55 Women Workers Die in55 Women Workers Die in55 Women Workers Die in
Factory FireFactory FireFactory FireFactory Fire

According to local media reports, a factory fire killed up to
91 workers, mainly young women on 23 February.
Most of the women victims were teenagers, some aged as
young as 12, 13, and 14. However the Clean Clothes
Campaign reports that other sources peg the death toll at
several hundred in what local garment workers rights'
advocates are calling the worst tragedy in the history of the
Bangladesh garment industry.
Estimates of deaths vary from 61 to "hundreds". Over 100
workers were also injured in the KTS Composite Textile Mill in
the government-sponsored BSIC Industrial Area in Chittagong.
The Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers' and Exporters'
Association (BGMEA) offered Tk 100,000 (US$1,477) to each
victim's relatives.
The factory had no fire exits - a common feature of
garment factories that is highlighted when workers die.
Basic safety procedures were completely ignored : gates on
each floor of the factory were locked; many of the women
did not manage to excape from he building; locked gates
added to the death count. A fireman who took part in the
rescue said, "We had to break open the locks on every floor
of the factory during the rescue operaton. The death toll
would have been much lower had all the gates been open."

On 2 March garment workers observed a half-day strike
forcing most garment factories, including those in the EPZ, to
close. This strike was called by 16 garment workers'
federations. The action was called to draw attention to the
need to investigate these tragedies, provide compensation to
the injured and families of the dead, and develop a long-term
plan to improve conditions.

<The Independent (bangladesh)> March 2, 2006<The Independent (bangladesh)> March 2, 2006<The Independent (bangladesh)> March 2, 2006<The Independent (bangladesh)> March 2, 2006

PhilippineesPhilippineesPhilippineesPhilippinees

Plice Violence as KoreanPlice Violence as KoreanPlice Violence as KoreanPlice Violence as Korean
Company ClosesCompany ClosesCompany ClosesCompany Closes

The closure and sale of the Chunji International Philippines
company (CIPI) building and its contents has caused great
concern among 159 workers there.
They failed to obtain the assurance from Director General of
the Philippine Economic Zone Authority(PELA) to be paid a
just separation compensation as well as legally entitled
benefits such as Social Security System(SSS), Home
Development Mutual Fund (Pag-ibig), and Philhealth insurance.
The workers, mostly women, claim serious violantins of their
employment rights, and use of violence (tear gas and bats)
by some 100 police and Jantro Security Agency guards
against unarmed workers in two incidents on 5 and 21
January 2006 when Chunji management forcibly took the
remaining products for shipment from the company, an act
the workers believe contravenes the PEZA charter that
protects workers' rights.
The workers demanded :
- separation pay of 30 days per year of service;
- financial assistance equivalent to one-month wage in lieu of
the one month notice of termination;
- certification from SSS, Pag-big, and Philhealth that CIPI
have already settled its delinquency payments, if not, pay the
relevant amount to the workers

from Workers Assistance Center bulletinsfrom Workers Assistance Center bulletinsfrom Workers Assistance Center bulletinsfrom Workers Assistance Center bulletins

Foreign Students' EmploymentForeign Students' Employment

QQQQ Hello, I'm a student who came to Korea from China.

Studying in Korea is very expensive, so I got work in a
factory through a broker who introduces migrant workers. I
paid him 300,000 won. He was arrested by police due to
illegal job placements, and because of this I was also
investigated by police. I now have to pay a penalty of
1,500,000 won because I was working without a permit. If a
foreign student wants to work, what kind of process should
be followed?

AAAA If a student on a D-2 visa has been in Korea for more

than six months, he/she can work part-time on an S-3 visa,
but only after approval by the Immigration Office.
S-3 visas are only granted to those studying formal courses,
not language courses. S-3 visa holders can also only work
up to 20 hours a week. However he/she can work unlimited
hours during vacations.
Generally, foreign students can work where Korean students
are entitled to work. However, a foreign student cannot work
in high tech industries (in order to protect industrial secrets),
the entertainment business or as a private tutor.
To apply for a S-3 visa, the applicant must submit his/her
passport or alien card, a completed application form, an
employment certificate written by the employer(with details of
the period of work, workplace, type of work, and business
registration number), a letter of recommendation written by
his/her tutor, and 30,000 won.
If a foreign student works without an S-3 visa and is caught
by authorities, he/she will pay up to 2,000,000 won,
depending on the amount of time worked.
If a foreign student wants to work, I highly recommend that
he/she seek advice from the person in charge of foreign
students at their place of study first. AWNAWNAWNAWN
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